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Abstract
In this work we investigate spatial collective decision-making in a swarm of microrobots, inspired by the thermotactic
aggregation behavior of honeybees. The sensing and navigation capabilities of these robots are intentionally limited; no
digital sensor data processing and no direct communication are allowed. In this way, we can approximate the features of
smaller mesoscopic-scale systems and demonstrate that even such a limited swarm is nonetheless able to exhibit simple
forms of intelligent and adaptive collective behavior.
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1. Introduction
Collective autonomous systems fascinate by their capability for well-organized group behavior, large-scale coordination, collective decision-making and collective efficiency
(Kernbach, 2012). These capabilities suggest a collective
macroscopic intelligence created by interactions among
the elements of collective systems. As demonstrated by
many natural physical and biological systems, this collective intelligence can appear even when the elements
are very limited in terms of sensing, communication and
computation (Bonabeau et al., 1999). Miniaturization of
robotic technology, in particular, the transition from mini
(10−2 –10−3 m) to mesoscopic (10−3 –10−4 m) scale raises
questions about achieving intelligent behavior in such tiny
systems.
In this work we argue that a simple form of collective
intelligence can be achieved when all elements are able (a)
to take a common decision, for example to move to spatial locations with a larger amount of resources; and (b) to
adapt their collective behavior to a dynamic environment,
for example when resources are changing. For example,
such behavior is typical of bacterial microrobots (Martel
et al., 2009). Considering non-mechatronic embodiments
at the mesoscopic scale, such as protocells (Fellermann
et al., 2007), polypeptide vesicles (Bellomo et al., 2004) or
functionalized particles (Caruso, 2001), we see that such
elements have no peer-to-peer communication (we assume
chemotaxis), no long-range sensors, no digital microcontroller, no digital memory and a very simple, even passive,

locomotive system, resulting in the random motion of such
elements. These elements can physically interact with each
other by means of collisions, can be attracted to or repelled
by each other, can perceive some sensory quality (usually
light or temperature (Liu et al., 2005)) and have a simple sensor–actor coupling, allowing mapping between the
sensing and locomotive parameters.
At first glance, social organisms, even in their most primitive form (e.g. bacteria (Camazine et al., 2001) or slime
mold (Nakagaki, 2001)), have little in common with the
mesoscopic world, and even less so higher organisms which
usually have a sophisticated sensory system and employ
direct and indirect communication on various channels.
However, their information about the state of the metaorganism (be it a swarm, a colony, a flock or any other manifestation) is usually very limited and collective dynamics
do not arise from directed actions but from individual adaptive responses to environmental changes (Bonabeau et al.,
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1997). There is often a feedback loop between environmental and collective dynamics and a dynamical process
that changes the state of an entire swarm may be started
by one or a few individuals manipulating the environment
on a minimal scale (e.g. stigmergy (Bonabeau et al., 1999;
Dorigo et al., 2000)). This is especially true for social
insects, whose collective capabilities are elevated above
individual capabilities more than in any other social organism. While a number of insect species are occasionally
associated in groups and exhibit forms of collective behavior (e.g. cockroaches (Ame et al., 2004; Jeanson et al., 2004;
Leoncini and Rivault, 2005), bark beetle (Deneubourg et al.,
1990b) or fire bugs), the group of hymenopterans (e.g.
ants, honeybees, bumblebees, wasps) has, alongside termites, brought about the best and most tightly organized
collective systems. While ant societies have been more profusely investigated in terms of social behavior (e.g. Wilson, 1980; Deneubourg et al., 1990a; Bonabeau et al.,
1998; Lioni et al., 2001; Deneubourg et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2002; Depickere et al., 2004)), honeybees are
an especially interesting inspiration for swarm robotics due
to their temperature-induced aggregation behavior (Heran,
1952; Sumpter and Broomhead, 2000) which can be easily adopted and reproduced by robots (Schmickl et al.,
2008; Schmickl and Hamann, 2010). This behavior can
be explained with a simple model that implements limited agents without memory or long-range sensors with
merely the capability to measure the local temperature and
to discern between a wall and another agent upon collision
(Radspieler et al., 2009).
To explore simple forms of collective intelligence in
limited mesoscopic systems, we employed a swarm of
microrobots. Different physical laws acting at the microand meso-levels do not allow the creation of a substantial
analogy between behaviors on these levels. However, the
re-programmability of microrobots represents an advantage for understanding the principles of using physical constraints in the design of interactions. These microrobots use
only one sensor to deliver the value a and the on-board
microcontroller calculates a function f ( a). This can be done
without a microcontroller with an analog circuit or even
chemically. The random motion of the microrobots is influenced by f ( a) and there is no communication among them.
Thus, the capabilities of the platform used are dramatically limited so as to satisfy the “minimality requirements”
mentioned.
The collective intelligence of such limited systems is
often expressed in the form of spatial activities, for example flocking, aggregation or energy foraging, and is influenced by the environment. These phenomena are frequently
observed in biological systems such as honeybee colonies
(Camazine et al., 1990). To investigate the spatial properties
of collective decision-making we created several scenarios using two light spots to represent energy sources, and
dynamically changing their geometry, size and intensity.
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A collective system will best ensure its survival by recognizing the energy level of both sources and congregating
first in the most “energy-rich” place (examples from insect
societies are described by Seeley et al. (1991) and Camazine
and Sneyd (1991) for honeybees and Pasteels et al. (1987)
for ants). When there are more robots at a spot than can
be satisfied with the available energy, the swarm of robots
should split up into sections proportioned so as to maximize
the total energy income (honeybee colonies solve this task
in the way described by Seeley (1989)). Finally, when the
intensity or the number of light spots is changed, the swarm
has to adapt its behavior and to make new collective decisions. Thus, the robots create a sui generis collective energy
homeostasis (Kernbach and Kernbach, 2011). Robots in
groups with subcritical swarm density are not able to exhibit
these activities, that is, they are typically collective phenomena. The individual behavior of a microrobot is based on an
approach (Kernbach et al., 2009) derived from the thermotactic aggregation behavior of honeybees (Crailsheim et al.,
1999). Several modifications of this approach are already
published by Häbe (2007) and Bodi et al. (2009, 2010);
here, we introduce adaptive aggregation and investigate the
influence of spatial conditions on collective behavior.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce a few theoretical considerations regarding collective
intelligence and spatial computations. Sections 3 and 4
explain the experimental setup used and the adaptive aggregation strategy. Sections 5 and 6 describe the experiments
performed, Section 7 discusses the results obtained and
concludes this work.

2. Spatial interactions for adaptive collective
behavior
Collective intelligence is often associated with the macroscopic capabilities of coordination among robots, collective decision-making, division of labor, and task allocation
within groups (Weiss, 1999) and is primarily defined by
interactions among swarm agents. There are two different
cases of such interactions. In the first, the agents communicate through a communication channel capable of exchanging semantic messages. From the information exchange,
the agents build different types of common knowledge
(Halpern and Mosesi, 1990), which underlie the collective intelligence (Kornienko et al., 2005a). In the second
case, the macroscopic capabilities are defined by spatial
or dynamical conditions in the environment. The system
and environment build a closed macroscopic feedback loop,
which works in a collective way as a distributed control
mechanism. In this case, there is no need for direct communication; the agents interact kinetically or through stigmergy effects (Bonabeau et al., 1999). Despite the differences in emergent capabilities, flexibility, reactivity and
other characteristics, both cases are related to collective
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intelligence. Considering the limited swarm agents mentioned above, we refer to this second kind of collective
intelligence as the environment-based case
To explain the idea of the impact of spatial environment
on collective behavior, we involve the notion of mean free
path well-known from the kinetic theory of ideal gases.
This notion is related to the average distance the moving particle travels between collisions with other particles. In the case of swarm robots, the collisions mean not
only physical but also sensing and communication contacts,
i.e. robots can perceive and communicate with each other.
Since information between swarm robots is primarily transferred at such collisions, the mean free path is useful for
estimating the propagation of information, covering areas,
consumed energy and other kinetic relations, see e.g. Kernbach and Kernbach (2011), Kernbach et al. (2009, 2012)
and Kernbach (2011). This approach does not involve any
specific implementation-dependent parameters, thus can be
generalized for different swarm systems.
Robots randomly move around the arena and encounter
each other. We consider the case of weakly correlated random walk, known e.g. from Renshaw and Henderson (1981)
and Byers (2001), where a rotation angle represents a random function of proximity sensing, however the previous
direction of motion influences the availability of these sensor data. The used collision-avoidance model is similar to
the hard-sphere collision model of particles. We note the
time tr needed for one robot to encounter another robot. The
time tr depends on the geometry of the arena, and several
other factors. After two robots encounter each other, they
stop and wait tw before moving on. In this way, they create a
cluster. Other robots can be aggregated by the same mechanism, defined by tr and tw times. Obviously, the growing and
disappearing of the cluster, that is, the aggregation behavior,
depends on the relationship between tr and tw and in turn on
the spatial environmental conditions.
To proceed more formally, let N robots randomly move in
the arena of area S, with velocity υ. Each robot can detect
another robot within its sensing radius Rs . In the extreme
case Rs = 0, the robots collide physically, somewhat like
particles. First, we estimate the maximum time required for
one robot to encounter another robot that does not move.
The robot, when moving for t seconds, covers an area Sc
Sc = 2Rs υt − So ,

(1)

where So is the area within which the robot overlaps its trajectories. The overlapping area So depends on the swarm
density Dsw , the collision-avoidance behavior of the robot
and the geometry of the robot arena. In Kernbach et al.
(2012) we represented a general way of calculating the overlapping trajectories using differential images, in particular,
obtaining the value So for the variable swarm density
√
π R2s ( Nυt)2 −4R2s S
2 2υtR3s N
+
.
So =
2Rs Nυt
0.268S

(2)

Since in this work we primarily focus on estimating the
worst case for the time required to reach some point on
the arena, given by the longest trajectory of a single noninteracting robot, i.e. multiple robots with overlapping of
trajectories will reduce tr , we ignore the area So .
In the worst case, two robots will meet when a moving
robot covers the whole area S − Nc π R2s , where Nc π R2s is the
area covered by one standing robot Nc = 1, that is, the time
tr needed to meet another robot is
tr =

S − Nc π R2s
.
2Rs υ

(3)

Obviously,
S > Nc π R2s .

(4)

Equation (4) restricts the maximum number of robots in the
arena. When two robots move, the time until they meet can
be calculated in two ways: first, by using the expression (3);
or, second, through the number of sensing contacts (Kernbach et al., 2009). The number of sensing contacts in time
t in the robotic arena ns is equal to the average number of
robots N in the area S
√
2 2Rs υtN
ns =
,
(5)
S
√
where υ is the speed of motion, 2 is the Maxwell coefficient (the collision-avoidance model of robot behavior is
similar to the hard-sphere collision model used in the estimation of the mean free path of the particles). Comparing
the time from (3) and (5) at ns = 1, we obtain
S
S − Nc π R2s
> √
,
2Rs υ
2 2Rs υN

(6)

i.e. the expression (3) approximates the tr for the worst case
for two robots.
As already mentioned, after the robots encounter each
other, they wait tw before moving on. The waiting
mechanism can be technologically implemented in many
different ways: chemical docking–releasing systems, electrostatic attraction–repelling forces, or simply by stopping
the motion of the microrobots for tw seconds. The waiting
robots form a cluster (Kernbach et al., 2009) and these clusters of stopped robots will grow when the waiting time tw is
larger than the time tr required to achieve the cluster
t w > tr .

(7)

The condition (7) has a fundamental role for a further reason: the tr depends not only on the parameters of the robot,
defined by (3), but also on the geometry of the robot arena.
Clusters with a smaller reaching time tr (that is, with a
larger probability of encounter), will grow more quickly
than those with a larger tr . In this way, the structures in the
spatial distribution of the probability of encounter affect the
clustering behavior of the microrobots. The second factor
that influences the aggregation behavior, i.e. tr , is the size,
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position and geometry of a cluster. The robots in the middle
of a cluster can leave only after the robots on the boundary disaggregate. For the same reason, round clusters exist
for longer than elongated clusters of the same number of
robots.
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Table 1. Proportions of wall zone and arena center and detections
of individuals in the respective zones. Honeybees and groups of 20
robots are detected in the wall zone more frequently than would be
expected based on the proportions of the zones. Robots in smaller
groups are evenly distributed across the arena in accordance with
the proportions of the zones.
Portion of the
arena

2.1. Appearance of spatial structures in the
probability of meeting
In this section we demonstrate that the probability of
encounter, which defines tr and thus the condition (7), is
not uniformly distributed in the arena. Since it depends on
the geometry of the arena and collision avoidance behavior,
we performed three series of experiments with simulated
agents, honeybees and real robots, see Figure 1(a)–(c). All
three collective systems possess different locomotive properties and it is expected that the results will also apply
to other cases of spatial collective behavior. In the experiments with software agents we counted the number of collision contacts. For honeybees and robots we determined
their distribution in the arena by counting the frequency of
detections in the wall zone and in the remaining arena. For
comparison we also estimated the frequency of detection
in these zones for software agents. The reason for this procedure is to demonstrate the impact of individual behavior
(collision avoidance in the case of robots, more complex
behaviors in the case of honeybees) on the probability of
meeting.
Experiments in simulation were performed with 2 (Figure 1(d)) and 20 (Figure 1(g)) agents. Each has the 8x
neighbors model for movement on a 50 × 50 grid; when
meeting any obstacle, they randomly select another direction of movement. As a random function we used the discrete uniform distribution bounded on the region [0, 7] with
a constant probability at every value. Such distribution is
also called the discrete rectangular distribution (Johnson
et al., 2005). It arises when an event can have a finite and
equally probable number of outcomes.
The experiments with honeybees were conducted in the
form of 121 experiments with approximately one day old
honeybees (Apis mellifera ssp.), moving singly in a rectangular arena (56.5 × 38.5cm) for 15 min each, see Figure
1(b). The ambient temperature was between 32.3◦ C and
34.6◦ C and the environment was lit only by infrared (IR)
light (> 610 nm), rendering it effectively dark for the bees.
We evaluated video recordings of the bees using a visual
tracking program for single individuals to determine their
location with a temporal resolution of 1/s. We excluded
data points from further evaluation if a bee had remained
motionless (i.e. a speed < 0.2 cm/s) for more than 5 s.
In addition we discarded experiments in which the bee’s
average speed was less than 1 cm/s or in which the bee
was moving for less than 50% of the time, as these are
indications for atypical behavior.
For the robot experiments we used real Jasmine robots
in a 115 × 140 cm2 arena, see Figure 1(c). We evaluated

1 bee
2 agents
2 robots
20 agents
20 robots

Relative frequency
of detections

Wall zone

Center

Wall Zone

Center

0.17
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19

0.83
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81

0.34
0.2
0.21
0.36
0.37

0.66
0.8
0.79
0.64
0.63

recordings of 2 (Figure 1(f)) and 20 (Figure 1(i)) robots
using an improved version of the tracking algorithm for
multiple individuals described in (Kimura et al., 2011). The
temporal resolution of the evaluation was 25 frames/s.
The results of these experiments are summarized in
Table 1. The frequency of individuals in each particular
zone directly correlates to the potential frequency of collisions between individuals in the respective zone (compare
Equations (3) and (5)). We confirmed this correlation in
experiments with software agents by observing and counting the number of collision contacts in different areas. Single honeybees, and large groups of simulated agents and
real robots, had an evident preference for the wall zone of
the arena, which we delineated as a zone of width twice
the size of the observed individuals (2 cm in the honeybee
arena and 4 cm in the robot arena). In these experiments,
the frequency of detections in the wall zone was higher than
expected for evenly distributed individuals, see Table 1 and
Figure 1(g)–(i) while there was no evident preference for
any other part of the arena. We found no difference in the
preference for the wall zone when comparing the results of
the experiments with single honeybees and groups of 20
agents and robots. Small groups of simulated agents and
robots (n = 2) did not exhibit a preference for the wall
zone, see Figure 1(d) and (f).
There is a close match between the distributions of individual honeybees and larger groups of robots in the arena.
However, the behavioral mechanisms leading to these distributions are different, as demonstrated by the distributions of
two robots or simulated agents, which indicate that there is
no intrinsic preference for the wall zone in their individual
locomotion behavior (Figure 1(d) and (f)). The pronounced
preference for the wall zone in larger groups of robots (Figure 1(g) and (i)) can be attributed to the robots’ collision
avoidance, which drives them away from the center of the
arena if the robot density is sufficiently high, but away from
the wall if robot density is low. The distribution of single
honeybees in the arena exhibits a strong bias towards the
wall zone (Figure 1(h)). It is unclear whether this bias is
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(g)

(c)

(f)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 1. The appearance of spatial structures in the occurrence of meetings or detections of individuals in the arena: (a) experiments
with simulated agents; (b) experiments with a honeybee (arrow); (c) experiments with Jasmine robots. The distribution of the respective
individuals in number of detections for: (d) 2 simulated agents; (f) 2 Jasmine robots; (g) 20 simulated agents; (h) 1 honeybee; (i) 10
and 20 Jasmine robots. Values for (f), (h) and (i) are normalized for a detection rate of 1/s. Grid resolution is 1 cm2 . The sizes of the
arenas scale with the body sizes of the tested individuals. There were 88,189 detections of honeybees (h), 28,671 (f) and 309,460 (i)
detections of robots were pooled to assemble the distributions. Runaway values caused by individuals remaining excessively long at a
specific spot (n = 5 in (h), 146 in (i)) were replaced by the average of their neighbors. While honeybees and groups of 20 robots appear
disproportionately frequently in the wall zone, no such effect is evident for single robots or pairs of robots (cf. Table 1). Parts (f), (h)
and (i) represent the distribution of the number of detections of individual bees and robots in the arena, which is a measure for the
probability of encounters between individuals and thus for the probability of cluster formation (see the text).

based on an intrinsic preference for the wall zone in their
individual behavioral program or merely on a side-effect
of the bees’ behavioral response to a collision with the
wall. Regardless of the type of agents and the fundamental mechanisms that evoke it, the ultimate bias towards the
wall zone explains the increased probability of collisions
in this zone. According to Equation (3), the time required
to encounter a partner to cluster with is negatively correlated to the number of potential aggregation partners in a
given area. Similarly, the number of sensing contacts and
thus the probability for the formation of a cluster is positively correlated to the number of individuals in a given

area (Equation (5)). The impact of this parameter increases
as the sensor range decreases. For honeybees, whose clustering behavior is based on physical interactions and thus
characterized by a short sensor range (two lengths of an
antenna), the distribution of individuals gives a reliable prediction for the distribution of clusters in the arena. A similar
relationship between distribution of individuals and probability of encounters applies to simulated agents and robots,
and since their distribution in larger groups is comparable
with that of individual honeybees, their ultimate clustering
behavior is comparable as well. Obviously, the fundamental
individual behavior that generates the spatial distribution of
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individuals underlies algorithms such as division of labor,
spatial decision-making, foraging or planning (Kornienko
et al., 2003).

2.2. Control of the aggregation behavior
As demonstrated in the previous section, tr is influenced by
spatial structures in the environment. Taking into account
the condition (7), changing tw opens a way to control the
aggregation behavior, for example for specific collective
decision-making or certain adaptive strategies. First, tw is
correlated with a value a, sensed by a robot, tw = f ( a).
In experiments we connected tw with light intensity and the
presence of a seed which initiates aggregation. This seed
can either be a specific robot/artefact, see Section 4, or any
robot in the arena. The function f ( a) was selected as piecewise linear and sigmoid functions, see Figure 2. The values
of the variable a vary between 0 (i.e. no seed) up to some
maximal values (very close to a seed). Absolute maximum
of a is defined by the range of analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) set to 255. Second, the function tw = f ( a) can
include the second parameter b, which changes the value of
tw depending on a secondary factor. In our experiments we
used two different strategies for the secondary factor: first,
b depends on the number of robot–robot collisions and second, it adapts step by step the function tw = f ( a) to the
average value of the light intensity, see more in Section 4.
When implementing this approach in a swarm of microrobots, we anticipated several interesting behaviors. First,
by changing spatial conditions, we can modify the probability of meetings in the arena and use symmetry-breaking
effects in collective decision-making, see Section 4. Second, the robots will be able to distinguish between small
and large light spots as well as between spots with different
intensity, see Section 5. When the intensity of a light spot
was changed dynamically, we expected that robots would
migrate to the more intense spot, not from more intense to
less intense, see Section 6. In this way, a swarm performs
a greedy optimization of the total energy income. Finally,
this behavior is sensitive to the swarm density, as indicated
by (3). Higher swarm density will result in competition for
energy-rich places and division of labor.
These effects will appear when the swarm density satisfies two boundary conditions, defined by subcritical and
supercritical swarm densities. As frequently mentioned in
the state of the art (e.g. Kernbach, 2012), collective phenomena appear when the swarm density lies inside both
boundaries. The lower boundary (subcritical swarm density) appears when the waiting time is less than the time
needed to encounter this cluster
tw < tr .

(8)

In this case, clusters cannot appear because robots do not
have enough time to reach them. To exemplify this value,
we consider the case shown in Figure 16(a). Here the cluster
can be created only under the lamp, the area of the light spot

is about 1/10 of S. It can be argued that from 10 random
attempts, only one time will the robots encounter each other
under the lamp. This introduces the factor 10 into the righthand side of (5). For the estimation we use the maximal
value of tw of 1 minute as demonstrated by Kernbach et al.
(2009), S = 1,400 × 1,150 mm2 , Rs = 70 mm and υ =
300 mm/s. Substituting into (5) and taking into account the
factor 10, N is equal to 4.51. Thus, the subcritical swarm
density is about five robots for the considered conditions.
The upper boundary (supercritical swarm density) is
defined by (6). However, in the case of two lights it appears
that areas covered by both light spots Slight1.2 is equal to the
area covered by N robots
Slight1,2 = π R2s N.

(9)

For two light spots Slight1,2 = 2S/10 and Rs = 70 mm, the
supercritical density is achieved at N = 20.9 robots. In the
case N > 21 the area is saturated by robots and their decision behavior is no longer distinguishable. In Section 5.1
we calculated the supercritical density for another placement of lamps and received the supercritical swarm density
at N = 20. To confirm these estimations, in Section 6 we
performed two experiments for N < 5 and N > 20, which
did not demonstrate an appearance of collective effects.

3. Experimental setup
In our experiments we used Jasmine robots, see Figure 3(a).
This microrobot measures 30 × 30 × 20 mm3 and uses two
Atmel AVR Mega microcontrollers communicating through
an I2C bus.
It has six (60◦ opening angle) IR channels, used for
proximity sensing and for communication, and one IR
geometry-perception channel (15◦ opening angle). The
sensing area covers a 360◦ rose-shaped area with maximal and minimal ranges of 200 and 100 mm, respectively
(Kornienko et al., 2005b). The physical communication
range can be decreased through a change of sub-modulation
frequency. The robot also has a remote control and ZigBeebased robot–host communication. It uses two DC motors
with internal gears, and two differentially driven wheels on
one axis with a geared motor-wheel coupling. An encoderless odometrical system normalizes the motion of the robot.
Jasmine III robots use a 3 V power supply from a LiPo accumulator with an autonomous work time of 1.25
h. They are capable of autonomous recharging from the
power station. More information about these robots, as well
as videos of the performed experiments can be found at
http://www.swarmrobot.org.
The light sensor board uses two identical APDS-9002
sensors and a low-pass filter eliminating 100 Hz AC noise
from luminescent light and is placed on top of the robots,
see Figure 3(a). The output voltage of the light sensors is
fixed by the load resistor and depends on the illumination.
The sensor output is directly connected to the ADC inputs
of the microcontroller.
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b=10
b=15

f(a)

f(a)

b=20
b=25

a

a
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Two functions tw = f ( a, b) for the control of the waiting function: (a) piecewise linear functions; (b) sigmoid function tw =
100/(1 + exp( b − a)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. (a) “Jasmine” microrobot with light sensor board. (b)–(f) Different setups used in the experiments, see Table 2.
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Table 2. Overview of the experimental setup, where N is the number of robots, S is the area of the arena and Dsw is the swarm density.
Experiments are described in the section indicated in the final column: (a) spatial structures in the probability of meetings ; (b) behavior
in clusters; (c):i,s decision-making for two light spots with different intensity and sizes; (d) optimal decision-making.

1
2
3
4
5

N

S, m2

Dsw , N/m2

Example

Experiment

Description

2; 10; 20
11
5; 10; 15; 20; 25
30; 50; 60
5; 10; 15; 20; 25
4; 6; 8 ;10; 12;
14; 16; 20; 45

1.4 × 1.15
0.7 × 1.15
1.4 × 1.15
3.0 × 3.0
1.4 × 1.15
1.4 × 1.15
1.4 × 1.15

1.2; 6.2; 12.4
13.6
3.1; 6.2; 9.3; 12.4; 15.5
3.3; 5.5; 6.6
3.1; 6.2; 9.3; 12.4; 15.5
2.4; 3.7; 4.9; 6.1; 7.4; 8.6
8.6; 9.9; 12.4; 27.9

Figure 3(b)
Figure 3(c)
Figure 3(d)
Figure 3(d)
Figure 3(d)
Figure 3(e)
Figure 3(f)

(a)
(b)
(c):i
(c):i
(c):s
(d)
(d)

Section 2
Section 4
Section 5
Section 5
Section 5
Section 6
Section 6

An overview of the experimental setup is shown in
Table 2. The number of robots varies between 2 and 60
with swarm densities between 1.2 and 27.9. This allows
the exploration of scalability in different ranges of geometrical and swarm density parameters. For these setups,
corresponding simulations in Breve (Klein, 2000) have also
been created and used for preliminary tests (Prieto, 2006),
see Figure 1(a). The light used in our experiments is produced by luminescent lamps placed in opposite corners of
the arena, so as to have equal spatial probability of meetings. In the following we denote the larger/more intense
light spot as Slg , labeled “Large”; the smaller/dimmer light
spot is denoted as Ssm and labeled “Small”. Each experiment is repeated five times. The estimation of the aggregation time is a critical factor, because robots continuously
leave and join the group. One approach suggested is to measure the clusters within a fixed time interval (Häbe, 2007),
however we encountered large variation of data between trials. In this work we use the approach from Kernbach et al.
(2009): the cluster is measured only at such moments as the
number of moving robots is minimal, that is, the cluster has
a maximal size.

4. Spatial behavior of robots in clusters
The behavior of robots in clusters is an important factor
(see e.g. Melhuish et al., 1999), influencing the relationship between tr and tw . Moreover, as indicated in Section 2, the geometry of the robot arena creates structures
in the probability of robot–robot contacts, which can be
used for collective decision-making. Any individual waiting robot can become a seed for a new cluster as soon as
other robots collide with it and stop as well in consequence.
The largest clusters always appear along the boundaries of
the arena, where the probability of meeting is higher (cf.
Figure 1(g)–(i)).
The main factor controlling aggregation is the waiting
function f ( a), see Figure 4 (portion with solid outlines).
Robots encountering each other cluster around the energy
source, see also (Kernbach et al., 2009). After removing
the energy source (for example, a lamp), the robots disaggregate. In performing these experiments, we noted that

aggregation is sensitive to the arena and the shape of a
cluster.
To explore this effect, we “amplify” the sensitivity of the
aggregation process to group-based dynamics in the following way: each robot, before its waiting time is over, senses
for neighboring robots and slowly increases the weight of
the waiting function f ( a). The frequency and the value of
updating f ( a) determines the dynamics of the clusters. We
used two strategies: updating f ( a) only once (for experiments in this and in the next section) and updating f ( a)
at each robot–robot contact (for experiments in Section 6).
A short sketch of the algorithm is given in Figure 4 (portion with dashed outlines). In this way, the robots become
sensitive to the common strategy of the cluster. Since the
approach is not moderated by direct communication, we
assess the presence of neighbors by sensing the level of IR
noise (Kornienko et al., 2005a). We use modulated IR light
for a seed and non-modulated IR light for collision detection; thus, the robots can differentiate between seeds and
neighbors.
After detecting a seed, the robots stop moving and sense
the level of IR noise. Each time, the robot adopts the current
value of f ( a) until the waiting time is over and the robot
re-starts random movement.
We tested this approach with a group of 11 robots (one
robot acting as the cluster seed), see Figure 5(a). At the
beginning, the robots are placed in the corner, see Figure
5(a), and the seed, which emits modulated IR light, in the
middle of the small 70 × 115 cm2 arena. This approach is
similar to the experiments with visible light in Section 5.
The attraction radius of a seed is marked by a circle on the
arena. After 60 seconds, see Figure 5(a)–(f), all of the robots
aggregate around the seed. We remove the seed 70 seconds after the start of the experiment, see Figure 5(g). The
large cluster splits into two small clusters of three and five
robots. The adaptive portion of the algorithm ensures the
larger group survives for longer: the group with five robots
remains when the group of three robots has disappeared. In
the strategy in which each robot becomes a secondary seed
after removing the primary seed, this approach can support
a decision-making process in which the robots aggregate
around a larger cluster (and small clusters disappear).
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seed?
light?

random
movement
no

a) adapt to the level
of IR noise
b) adapt to the level
of intensity

yes
stop
motion

calculate
f(a)

is waiting time
f(a) over?
no

yes

Fig. 4. Sketch of the aggregation algorithm. The dashed box represents the adaptive portion of the algorithm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 5. Experiments with adaptive aggregation, screenshots taken every 10 seconds. (a) Initial state, all robots in the upper left corner,
cluster seed placed in the middle of a small arena. The “attraction radius” is indicated by a circle on the arena. (b)–(f) Step-wise
aggregation of robots around the seed. (g) Seed removed. (h), (i) Appearance of two groups and their step-wise disaggregation.

To explore the role of spatial conditions, we installed
two small obstacles, which reduced the probability of an
encounter in the space between the seed and the obstacles,
as indicated by the arrows in Figure 6(a).
In this way we created two symmetrical directions for
growing the cluster, see Figure 6(a). When removing the
seed, we observe symmetry breaking, since the cluster in
the upper side is larger and will survive for longer. We performed these experiments several times and observed a bias
to the upper side. This can be explained by the fact that

initially all the robots are placed on the upper side, and
thus take less time to encounter the seed on the upper side.
Thus, using the IR noise as a secondary factor for the waiting function, we can explore structures in the probability of
encounter in the arena and use them in the decision-making
processes.
To sum up, the algorithm shown in Figure 4 demonstrates
aggregation behavior in the presence of a seed and disaggregation behavior some time after removing a seed. We
expect more or less comparable results with and without the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Spatial structuring of the aggregation including obstacles (made of green paper). (a) Initial state, all robots in the upper left
corner, and the cluster seed placed in the middle of a small arena; the direction in which the cluster will grow is indicated by the arrows.
The “attraction radius” is indicated by a circle on the arena. (b) Aggregation after 15 seconds. (c) Aggregation after 30 seconds.

adaptive portion in Figure 4 for the experiments with two
light sources in the next section. The impact of the adaptation on optimal decision-making is investigated in Section
6. In addition, due to using the IR noise for adaptation of tw ,
the robots slow down disaggregation and become to some
extent inertial, see Kernbach et al. (2012).

5. Collective decision-making for two light
sources of different intensity and size
These experiments use two illuminated lamps. We investigated collective decision-making for: (a) equal size/light
intensity of both spots, see Figure 7(a); (b) different intensities, see Figure 7(b); and (c) different sizes, see Figure 10(a). We used the algorithm shown in Figure 4 with
and without the adaptive portion. Thus, we can explore the
impact of spatial amplification on group strategy.

5.1. Light spots of equal sizes and different
intensity
In the first scenario two identical lamps are fixed at a
height of 42 cm above opposite corners of the arena. The
light intensity, measured by the robot’s sensors, is of values
around 150 (values obtained from the ADC). The surface
illuminated by the lamps is a quarter of a circle having its
center at the corner of the arena, with the radius of R = 45
cm. Here N robots cover the area NπR2s , thus each light spot
can potentially include
N=

R2
4R2s

(10)

robots. For the sensing radius Rs = 7 cm each light spot
can accommodate N ≈ 10 robots. Thus, 20 robots represent the lower boundary for reaching a supercritical swarm
density. Experimental results for this scenario are shown in
Figure 7(c) and in Table 3 for N = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25
robots. We observed a similar distribution of robots between
both clusters with essentially no preferred decision.
In the second scenario, two light spots of different intensity are created by lowering one lamp towards the surface,

to a height of 16 cm. The second lamp remains at the same
height as in the first scenario. Light sensors record a maximal value of 180 for the stronger spot. The illuminated
surface becomes bigger and more oval, with sharper borders, and reaches around 45 and 55 cm away from the corner
of the arena. The illuminated area of the stronger spot is
almost equal to that of the less intense light in the opposite
corner, however with a slightly different geometry. In Figure 7(d) and in Table 3 we show experimental results for this
scenario for N = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 robots. We observed
a distribution of 76% versus 12% for five robots between
the two light spots. This decision remains noticeable up to
a critical swarm size of around 20 robots (for the arena size
of 140 × 115 cm2 and the mentioned light spots), above
which the decisions are no longer distinguishable as both
light spots are filled with robots. The adaptive algorithm
slightly increased the number of robots in the stronger spot
and reduced the number of robots freely moving between
clusters. In Figure 8 we show one particular run of this
experiment.
The swarm density varies between 3.1 and 15.5 in these
experiments. We observed stable (i.e. repeatable in different experiments) decision-making at Dsw = 3.1; 6.2. The
system becomes saturated at higher densities of Dsw = 9.3–
15.5. To test the scalability of this approach, we performed
experiments with 30, 50 and 60 robots in an arena of 9 m2 ,
i.e. with Dsw1 = 3.3, Dsw2 = 5.6 and Dsw3 = 6.6, which
correspond to Dsw = 3.1; 6.2 in the arena of 1.61 m2 . In
these experiments Dsw are similar but not the same due to
a fixed size of arena in both cases. To generate a stronger
light, we used four lamps at a height of 43 cm, and two
lamps at a height of 140 cm to create the opposite light
spot. In this configuration, each of these spots can cover
around 25–30 robots. Several screenshots are shown in Figure 9, the data are collected in Table 3. Since the adaptive algorithm changes the property of the f ( a) depending
on the environment, the results of the aggregation process
with adaptive algorithm become non-comparable. Thus, to
be able to compare results of aggregation in two different
environments, we used the non-adaptive algorithm for these
large-scale experiments.
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Table 3. Robots’ distribution as a percentage at the light spots Slg , Ssm in the scenarios with equal and different light intensities,
using/not using the adaptive portion of the algorithm. Here N is the number of robots. The experiments with 30, 50 and 60 robots are
performed in a large 9 m2 arena. “Mov.” denotes the percentage of robots still moving after a stable cluster is created. Each experiment
is repeated five times, mean values and standard deviations are shown.
Equal light spots, % (mean values)

Different light spots, % (mean values)

No adaptive part

No adapt. part

With adapt. part

With adapt. part

N

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

5
10
15
20
25
30
50
60

48.0
48.0
44.0
47.0
38.0
—
—
—

48.0
42.0
45.0
45.0
38.0
—
—
—

4.0
10.0
11.0
8.0
23.0
—
—
—

44.0
48.0
48.0
47.0
44.0
—
—
—

48.0
50.0
48.0
47.0
38.0
—
—
—

8.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
18.0
—
—
—

76.0
76.0
49.0
46.0
40.0
64.0
42.0
48.0

12.0
18.0
28.0
44.0
38.0
15.0
23.0
33.0

12.0
6.0
23.0
10.0
22.0
21.0
35.0
19.0

80.0
82.0
56.0
45.0
42.0
—
—
—

12.0
12.0
40.0
47.0
40.0
—
—
—

8.0
6.0
4.0
8.0
18.0
—
—
—

Equal light spots, % (StdDev)
No adaptive part

Different light spots, % (StdDev)
With adapt. part

No adapt. part

With adapt. part

N

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

5
10
15
20
25
30
50
60

10.9
14.8
5.9
2.7
6.6
—
—
—

10.9
19.2
5.5
3.5
4.5
—
—
—

8.9
12.2
5.9
2.7
9.5
—
—
—

8.9
8.3
9.8
7.5
4.0
—
—
—

10.9
7.0
8.6
4.4
6.0
—
—
—

10.9
4.4
5.9
4.1
9.2
—
—
—

16.7
11.4
7.6
4.1
4.8
11.9
3.1
4.3

17.8
8.3
10.9
4.1
4.5
5.0
6.1
3.9

17.8
5.4
14.6
6.1
7.2
9.3
7.8
5.9

14.1
8.3
7.6
3.5
4.5
—
—
—

10.9
10.9
10.9
6.7
6.3
—
—
—

17.8
5.4
14.6
7.5
9.2
—
—
—

We again observed stable collective decisions for the
stronger light spot (64% versus 15%, 42% versus 23% and
48% versus 33%). The aggregation time varies between 4
and 7 min (1.5–3 min in the small arena). We performed
a Mann–Whitney U-test for all aggregation trials in the
cases of the different light spots, which delivers U = 0 for
Z = −2.6 and p < 0.009 two-tailed for Dsw ≤ 6.6.

5.2. Light spots of equal intensity and different
sizes
In this experiment we created two light spots of equal intensity but different sizes. The results are collected in Figure
10(a) and Table 4. Both lamps are installed at a height of
42 cm, but the lamp at the bottom of the arena is moved
30 cm into the arena. Thus, the light spot at the bottom
is 75% larger than the light spot at the top of the arena.
The different size of the spots is a decisive factor for small
swarm sizes (N < 15), because a larger number of robots
can be accommodated under the large spot. For N = 5
(or 10) we observed e.g. 84% versus 8% (70% versus
10%) decisions with a small variance from the mean value,
see Figure 10(b). In Figures 10(c)–10(h) we demonstrate
one particular run with eight robots, where we observe a
100% versus 0% collective decision. To make this approach

clearer, all of the robots in the initial setup are placed first
in the smaller light spot, see Figure 10(c).
Eventually, most of the robots aggregate under the large
spot. Since the intensities of both spots are the same, this
decision is influenced only by the spatial probability of
encountering each other. We note that the 100% versus
0% decision very seldom occurs, because robots at the
boundary of a cluster spontaneously disaggregate and run
in the arena. When several robots meet under a smaller light
spot, they create a cluster. We observe this situation when
increasing the swarm density. The Mann–Whitney U-test
delivers U = 0 for Z = −2.6 and p < 0.009 two-tailed for
all cases below the critical swarm density Dsw ≤ 6.6.
To conclude this section, we observed stable decisionmaking behavior for different light spots. The decision
behavior is stable and highly reproducible over many experiments, as long as the swarm density remains below the
critical level described by (10). The behavior is very scalable in terms of different swarm densities, as well as for the
same swarm density but using different numbers of robots
and different arena sizes. The control experiment with equal
light spots did not demonstrate any essential decisions. The
setup with different spot sizes demonstrated more evident
decisions (i.e. larger difference of means for small and
large light spots) than the setup with different light intensities. However, this reflects only the chosen relationship
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(a)
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(b)

equal light spots

12

10

Number of Robots

10

Number of robots

light spots of different intensities

8

6

4

8

large light spot

6

4

small light spot
2

2

0

Small, 25, A

Large, 25, A

Small, 25, NA

Large, 25, NA

Small, 20, A

40

Large, 20, A

(d)

Small, 20, NA

Experiment

(c)

Large, 20, NA

Small, 15, A

Large, 15, A

Small, 15, NA

Large, 15, NA

Small, 10, A

Large, 10, A

Small, 10, NA

Large, 10, NA

Small, 5, A

Large, 5, A

Small, 5, NA

Large, 5, NA

Small, 25, A

Large, 25, A

Small, 25, NA

Large, 25, NA

Small, 20, A

Large, 20, A

Small, 20, NA

Large, 20, NA

Small, 15, A

Large, 15, A

Small, 15, NA

Large, 15, NA

Small, 10, A

Large, 10, A

Small, 10, NA

Large, 10, NA

Small, 5, A

Large, 5, A

Small, 5, NA

Large, 5, NA

Experiment

light spots of different intensities, large arena

Number of robots

30

large light spot

20

10

small light spot
0
Small, 30 Large, 30 Small, 50 Large, 50

Small, 60 Large, 60

Experiment

(e)

Fig. 7. Experiments with two light spots of (a) equal size and intensity and (b) different intensities. (c)–(e) Plots demonstrating the
number of robots aggregated under each light spot. “A” denotes adaptive algorithm, “NA” denotes non-adaptive algorithm, “Small” and
“Large” correspond to light spots with, respectively, equal and different intensity. The number represents the total number of robots
used in the experiment. For instance, the label “Small, 10, A” means the number of robots aggregated in the small light spot in the
experiment with 10 robots by using the adaptive algorithm. In (c)–(e), circles are used for outliers and stars for extreme outliers.

between tw and tr in these experiments. Generally, this can
be changed, for example by making the waiting time in f ( a)
shorter or longer. The adaptive algorithm generates more

stable clusters for stronger/larger light spots and reduces the
number of robots freely moving between clusters, especially
in the case of small/large light spots, see Figure 10(b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 8. One run of the experiment with two light spots of different intensity, images taken at 10 second intervals.

Table 4. Robot distribution as a percentage at the light spots Slg , Ssm in the scenarios with equal and with different sizes of light spots
using/not using the adaptive portion of the algorithm, N is number of robots. “Mov.” means the percentage of robots still moving. Each
experiment is repeated five times, mean values and standard deviations are shown.
Mean values, %

StdDev, %

No adaptive portion

With adapt. part

No adaptive portion

With adapt. part

N

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

Slg

Ssm

Mov.

5
10
15
20
25

84.0
70.0
55.0
40.0
38.0

8.0
10.0
24.0
19.0
26.0

8.0
20.0
21.0
41.0
36.0

88.0
68.0
56.0
50.0
39.0

4.0
14.0
25.0
21.0
29.0

8.0
18.0
19.0
29.0
32.0

16.7
10.0
8.6
7.9
10.4

17.8
14.1
12.1
11.9
9.6

10.9
14.1
15.2
8.2
14.9

10.9
16.4
11.1
9.3
7.6

8.9
8.9
5.5
8.9
8.1

10.9
10.9
8.6
13.4
11.3

6. Experiments with optimal collective
decision-making
Experiments from Section 5 were performed with two
lamps emitting light at the same time. Robots can collectively decide in favor of more intense light or larger light
spots. Owing to the nature of the algorithm, robots on the

boundaries of a cluster disaggregate and move randomly
in the arena until they encounter a cluster, when they stop
again. This can be understood as an exploratory behavior,
in which a swarm continuously monitors its environment.
In Figure 11 we plot the number of such moving robots for
all three experiments from the previous section.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 9. Experiment with light spots of different intensity in the large arena. (a), (d), (g) Initial setup with 30, 50 and 60 robots; (b), (e),
(h) after 2 minutes; (c), (f), (i) after approximately 5 minutes.

We observe a general trend of an increasing number of
free-moving robots with swarm density. When such disaggregated robots meet each other under a weaker or smaller
light spot, they can create a new cluster. This behavior can
be observed even when the swarm density is low, that is,
there is still enough room under the stronger/larger lamps.
This is why, in the decision-making behavior, we find a
small number of robots in the weaker/smaller light spot.
When we consider this situation from the energetic viewpoint, such behavior in the swarm is not optimal because it
reduces the total energy income.
To optimize the energy income, we extend the ideas from
Section 4, where robots in a cluster adapt the waiting time
tw according to the size of the cluster. As we observed in
Sections 4 and 5 this small modification allows for exploration of symmetry-breaking and improving performance.
In a similar way, robots can adapt waiting time to the light
intensity of the cluster. In the algorithm shown in Figure 4,
a robot, when encountering another robot, measures light
intensity and calculates the waiting function f ( a). When the
value of light is low, see Figure 12(a), the waiting time tw is
zero. Then the robots slightly shift the waiting function, as
shown in Figure 12(b).
When tw is still equal to zero, a robot moves away.
When the robots meet each other under the light, f ( a) is
shifted step-by-step left-wise. Thus, each time they meet

each other, the robots adapt f ( a) to the light conditions
sensed. The adaptation of f ( a) is bounded by amin and
amax , which define the minimal intensity level acceptable
for building clusters and preventing the saturation of f ( a)
by very intense light.
Depending on the swarm density, this behavior creates
two effects. For low swarm densities, all of the robots
that visited an energy-intensive cluster will not aggregate
under less energy-intense light. This strategy is in fact a
greedy search approach for maximizing the value of the
total energy income of a swarm. When all of the robots
in the arena can be covered by one of the light spots, we
can expect a strong collective decision, 100% versus 0%. In
other words the whole swarm decides on one of the available targets. For a higher swarm density, when all of the
robots on the arena cannot be covered by one of the light
spots, we expect a division of labor to emerge. The cluster
at the most intense light will be fully occupied by robots,
and all of the remaining robots will be collected under the
weaker light. Neither group will be able to exchange robots.
To demonstrate this approach, the degree of light intensity in both spots should not overlap. Figures 8, 10 show
there is a small region where the stronger light spot overlaps with the weaker spot. To remove this overlapping, we
changed the geometry of the stronger light spot, making
its boundary sharp, see Figure 13(c). We first switched on
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Small, 15, NA
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Large, 10, A
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Small, 5, NA

Large, 5, NA
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 10. Experiment with light spots of different size. (a) Top-down image of the arena. (b) The number of robots aggregated under light
spots of different sizes. For example, the Mann–Whitney U-test delivers the values for N = 10 (non-adaptive algorithm) the medians
for small/large light spot 0/7 robots with U = 0, Z = −2.66, p < 0.05 two-tailed and for N = 25 the median 5/10 robots with U = 4,
Z = −1.792, p < 0.095 two-tailed. (c)–(h) One run of the experiment, showing top-down and sideways views (30-second interval
between images).
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Fig. 11. Number of robots moving between clusters in all experiments from Section 5.
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max value
sensed value
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after 1st contact

f(a)

f(a)

after 2nd contact
after 3rd contact
after 4th contact

min value

min value

a

a
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Fig. 12. Step-wise modification of the waiting time f ( a) to light conditions sensed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 13. Experiment with light spots of different size. (a) Top-down image of the arena; (b) percentage of robots aggregating in each
light spot; (c)–(h) one run of the experiment with top-down and sideways views (30-second time interval between (c) and (h) and
3-minute time interval between images (h) and (i)).

the weaker light spot and let the robots adapt to its intensity, see Figure 13(a) and (b). Then the intense light was
switched on and we observed that within 1.5–2 minutes all
of the robots aggregated within this spot. For swarm sizes
between 6 and 12 robots, no robots were observed aggregating under the weaker light. After ∼3.5 minutes we switched
off the intense light spot, see Figure 13(g) and the robots
aggregated again under the weaker light.

The strong light spot can only cover about nine robots,
however stable 100% versus 0% behavior was observed
slightly beyond this number. We performed experiments
varying the number of robots between 6 and 20. Stable
100% versus 0% decisions were observed with up to 12
robots. Above this number, the robots created a second cluster, as shown in Figure 14. In the experiments, we observed
no exchange of robots between clusters, especially at higher
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14. Experiment: division of labor based on intensity of light spots. Robots from a stronger light spot never halt under the weaker
light (40-second time interval between images).

7. Discussion of results and conclusion
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Fig. 15. Number of robots aggregated under different light spots.

swarm densities. It must be noted that the robots still disaggregate from a cluster but they always return to the same
cluster. Several images from these experiments are shown in
Figure 14. The parameters of the experiments are collected
in Table 5 and in Figure 15.
This “emergent specialization” of robots in both clusters
points to a mechanism for the division of labor, where the
initial placement is decided by a random choice but then
embodied in the parameters of the waiting function f ( a).
A comparable mechanism for the emergence of division
of labor has been suggested for insect societies (Theraulaz
et al., 1998). Such an approach can be used in more general mechanisms for generating weakly emergent collective
behavior (Kornienko et al., 2004a). When the number of
robots was more than 20, we observed robots beginning to
move between clusters.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the collective effects appear
when the swarm density satisfies boundary conditions for
subcritical and supercritical swarm densities. We performed
two experiments with N = 4 and N = 45 robots, see Figure 16(a) and (b). In neither case are there any observable
collective phenomena.

In summary, we would like to discuss several open issues.
First, the primary motivation for the experiments performed
originated in the mesoscopic domain of microrobotics.
Autonomous systems between 10−3 and 10−4 m possess
a degree of programmability, for example it is possible to
control repulsion or attraction between elements through
hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties, such as electrostatic
forces or molecular effects such as DNA hybridization
(European Union, 2006-2009). We simulated these effects
by simply stopping the motion of the robot. Mesoscopic
systems can be made sensitive to light in terms of electrochemical reactions or photovoltaic effects (Kobayashi et al.,
1984). It is also possible to connect, in a purely reactive way,
the light sensitivity of mesoscopic elements to their attracting or repelling properties. In the robots, we used SMD light
sensors and a microcontroller to calculate a simple piecewise linear or sigmoid function for the waiting time. The
robots use no direct peer-to-peer or global communication
and do not store light values for digital processing. Thus,
we approximated the minimalistic properties of mesoscopic
systems with larger robots. It is clear that multiple fluidic,
surface or random phenomena at this level cannot be reproduced at a larger scale. However, the chief intention was to
demonstrate that elements possessing the “intelligence of
dust” at the micro-level can possess some simple forms of
collective intelligence at the macro-level.
We argued that a simple form of macroscopic intelligence
can be recognized, in terms of rational decision-making
and some adaptive or optimizing behavior. At the microscopic level, the robots do not perceive the whole arena
and know neither the choices nor the behavior of the whole
group. We demonstrated that a swarm of robots can collectively decide to locate in an energy-rich place in both
the cases of stronger illumination and a larger area of illumination. Collective decision-making can also explore a
symmetry-breaking effect. In particular, we demonstrate the
probability that the robot-to-robot contacts possess spatial
structures. Their characteristics are determined by the collision avoidance behavior of the robots, correlated random
motion (Kareiva and Shigesada, 1983) or even by the initial placing of the robots. In creating a symmetry-breaking
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Table 5. Several parameters of the experiments. Here N is the total number of robots taking part in the experiment; Si is the average
percentage of robots aggregated under the first, intense, lamp; Sd is the average percentage of robots aggregated under the second,
dim, lamp; t is the time required to adapt from the Intense to dim lamp and vice versa. Since robots join and leave clusters, Si and Sd
are calculated when the corresponding cluster becomes stable (no moving robots) and tI−D , tD−I are measured as the time between
switching the corresponding lamp on and off and the creation of the first stable cluster under the opposite lamp.
Mean values

StdDev

N

Si (%)

Sd (%)

tI−D (s)

tD−I (s)

Si (%)

Sd (%)

tI−D (s)

tD−I (s)

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
20
45

0
97
100
100
95
76
66
54
23

0
0
0
0
0
13
34
46
22

—
251
220
203
172
144
125
97
—

—
199
184
167
139
117
105
94
—

0
7.5
0
0
7.5
9.6
7.1
6.5
2.5

0
0
0
0
0
15
7
7
2

—
18.8
15.8
14.8
16.6
11.4
10
12
—

—
19
8.2
12
14
12
11
9.6
—

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. Effect of (a) subcritical swarm density (4 robots) and (b) supercritical swarm density (45 robots). In neither case are there any
observable collective phenomena.

condition, the robots can exploit these structures in their
decision-making processes.
Collective decision-making can possess an adaptive
functionality, in terms of greedy optimization of the total
energy income. The price paid for this adaptive collective
behavior is the ability to change one parameter of the waiting function f ( a). This requires more functionality from the
mesoscopic system and raises the question of the simple
programmability of such systems. When these technological difficulties can be solved, we will observe adaptive
collective properties on the macroscopic
level.
√
2 2Rs υ
several times in kinetic
We observed the value
S
interactions between microrobots (Kernbach, 2008, 2011;
Kernbach et al., 2012). It seems that the radius R of either
the sensing Rs or communication range Rc , the speed of
motion υ and the swarm area S represent a fundamental
meaning for kinetic interactions, which can be denoted as
the swarm reactivity constant ϕ
√
2 2Rυ
.
(11)
ϕ=
S

The value ϕ has a physical dimension 1/t and demonstrates
internal inertness of the swarm, which refers to the speed
with which the swarm is able to react to external stimuli in
the context of spatial interactions.
We encountered several problems in performing the robot
experiments. The number of trials is low (5 per experiment)
and we foresee difficulties in increasing them to a level
essential for unbiased statical significance (for example, 30
trials per experiment). The problems are of a technical character related to maintaining a large number of robots, and to
variations in the behavior of individual robots. These problems are often mentioned in connection with swarm robotic
experiments (Kornienko et al., 2004b; Fu, 2005; Kernbach
et al., 2009). In contrast, experimentation with social insects
is not hampered by such problems. Large colonies can be
maintained at low cost, thus making these agents a virtually
unlimited factor in experimental set-ups. Albeit not deliberately configurable like robots, individuals have a wide range
of behavioral variability which can be exploited to approximate the robots’ primitive programmability. For instance,
we observed different forms of individual locomotion
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behavior in honeybees, which can be regarded as a biological equivalent to different implementations of the waiting
function in robots. By deliberately picking individuals with
specific traits, a honeybee swarm can be composed and
prepared for specific tasks, just like robot swarms are by
tweaking their internal parameters.
In the future, we would like to explore our approaches
with a larger macroscopic (Kernbach et al., 2008) and a
smaller mesoscopic system, consisting of functionalized
components with programmable surfaces. In addition, we
expect interesting results from the comparison of experiments with robots and honeybees and to gain better knowledge about the rules by which the different forms of embodiment relate a primitive fundamental program to the ultimate (emergent) swarm behavior. In this way, bio-inspired
robotic research will provide valuable feedback for biological research. It might even be possible to draw conclusions
on the fundamental individual mechanisms that underlie the
social behavior of living organisms by reproducing such a
swarm with robots and manipulating the parameters that
determine their strategy. This approach also might enable
biologists to better assess the benefits and costs of individual variability and the adaptive properties of the resultant
swarm heterogeneity. As of yet, this is still an open question in biology. The sum of these approaches would allow
a deeper understanding of the problems in, and approaches
for, creating collective intelligence from limited elements.
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